
Chapter 2 

Conventional Starters for WRIM 

As in the case of a squirrel cage rotor induction motor, electri£ power is fed to the stator 
\\ inding of the WRIM directly. Required protections could introduce via either a 
combination of a Molded Current Circuit Breaker (MCCB) and Them1al Overload Relay or 
V!otor Protective Circuit Breaker (MPCB). The rotor winding is normally taken to outside 
control via a slip ring assembly and carbon brushes. ln general rotor winding of a WRIM is 
in star configuration and the ends of those star connected rotor windings are available at the 

slip rings for extemal control. 
Generally there are no over current or phase unbalance detection for rotor winding 
specifically, since any abnormality in the rotor circuit is very much reflective at the stator 

circuit. 
There arc several techniques to stati up an induction motor. They are Direct on Line (DOL) 
start, Star-Delta start. starting with a soft starter, use of a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) 
and use external rotor starter with WRIMs. Squirrel cage induction motors could draw a 
starting current of 6~8 times of it's nominal current rating without any power electronics 
starter and as the motor becomes large, this is applying a very significant stress on the 
pO\\ er system, switchgears and electrical power cables. But still with a WRIM, there is a 
chance to minimize the starting inrush current with a starter connected to its rotor. The 
advantage available with a WRIM is having a higher starting torque at a lower starting 
cutTent. This is possible with an extemal rotor resistance starter, which can vary the rotor 
resistance step by step using electromechanical methods. Basically there are two types, use 
of po\\ er contactors \Vith electrical timers or electrical contacts with a motorized camshaft. 
Figure 2.1 shows typical rotor resistance starter power contactors. There arc four steps, 
initially the maximum extemal resistance will apply to the rotor and as the rotor 
accelerates, external resistance could reduce step by step. Finally the rotor circuit could 
short-circuit at slip rings via the final power contactor in the sequence and then the rotor 

\\ill approach the rated speed. 
A time delay can introduce to switchover between adjacent speeds to minimize cunent 
\ ariations in the motor. But with this step wise starting technique could generate a 
mechanical jerk to the load as the speed changes, considerable current peaks at the stator 
winding. The most considerable disadvantage is the speed at any given external resistance 

highly depends on the load torque and it is not constant. 
This conventional starter consists of a large resistor bank, lot of electrical contacts, lot of 
rotating parts, transformer oil for resistor cooling and providing insulation, several 

electrical signals to interlock with the power circuit. 
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Conventional starters are bulky in size and required more maintenance. At every startup 
detection of starter position is important and there arc electrical signals for that, and they 
arc Rma\ position for rotor maximum resistance and Rmin position for rotor minimum 
resistance. At the beginning the rotor circuit should be in the R max position and after 
having a complete successful start, it should be in the Rmin position for long run operation. 
Resistor bank has to design to flow initial rotor currents at different steps, and thermal 
stress on the resistors is high during this period. Transfom1er oil could use as the cooling 
media while providing a required insulation. Anyhow there is maximum number of 
consecutive startups in any given period, and you need to keep time gaps for cooling the 
cxtemal resistor bank for cooling. 
WRIM arc used for the application, which requires a very high starting torque, like 
crushers, ball-mills, pumps, large centrifugal fans and hoists. In many occasions, industry 
experienced lot of startup delays due to the nature of external resistance starter. lt needs to 
position to Rma\ before the startup, all the rotating parts and electrical contacts should be in 
\cry healthy condition, after a successful startup rotor starter should come to Rmin position. 
At the motor control circuit these signals (Rmax, Rmin) need to be evaluated correctly for 
ensuring the right operation of the motor and the starter. Generally reliability of these 
rotary-electromechanical parts is low, and user has to take extra care on this rotor circuit in 

a WRTM. 
Replacing WRIM rotor starter with a VFD is possible, but when there is no variable speed 
requirement in the process, the investment for a VFD as a starter is not so feasible. 
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